Date of meeting: December 16, 2012
Name of Committee: Corridor Planning / Win-At Working Group
Rep: Brad Hinkfuss
Members: Bill White, Anne Walker, none other set
Purpose (goal) of Committee: explore planning initiatives in advance of the street
reconstructions scheduled for the next 2-5 years in the SASY neighborhood
Specific issue(s) to report: A subset of the Corridor Planning Group met on
12/16/2012 at Bill White's home to discuss the state of the planning initiatives, to
strategize (loosely) and to discuss transportation-related items with Rich Kedzior.
Rich is a professional who works in transportation planning for a local firm. The
notes of the meeting are included below. There is not currently a next meeting
date for anyone. There is some motivation to start having particular interest
groups start to form around discrete areas of the street reconstruction projects.
Lou Host-Jablonski and John Steines from the SASY exec committee
participated in the meeting.
Meeting Notes from 12/16/2012 (courtesy of John Steines)
1. Use Rich's presentation of priority sites highlighting need for site research and
gather data, maps and identify how incidental research will be garnered (survey,
observation, interview).
a. undergrounding issue - expense for residents, TID for Atwood, existing TID for
Winnebago (all of it?, can it be extended?) to place payment at time of sale of
home.
b. HUD $, BRT study, metro internal
c. traffic statistics (ped/ped, ped/bike, bike/bike, ped/mva, bike/mva, mva/mva)
1) survey
2) Incidents
3) observations
4) interviews/letters
d. business specific considerations (incl parking)
2. Transparency and release of information/communication. TBD - prioritize.
3. Repurpose roadways plan meeting with pertinent parties and detail plan to
plan schedule incl map needs, public participation process, budget needs,
timeline, expectations - process map essentially, 501c3 holding structure or other
(David Mollenhoff, Tim Anderson, Chuck Strawser, Dick Wagner (OBS) and
others (January 2013). Win-At raffle presentation?

4. Meet with critical neighborhood parties to perfect proposal components and
build capacity for place making (Jan - March 2013).
5. Meet with Steve Cover/Paul Soglin/alder on neighborhood lead (ownership)
process of place building at and within neighborhood scale inviting planning dept
involvement (March 2013).
6. Public meeting - announce, request general and specific site concerns,
discuss multiple modes of intersecting with process, priority focus on immediate
within existing vision, addressing areas where vision needs dismissal,
adaptation, detailing etc. (April, 2013).
7. Street/business meetings on place making - nodal events studying and
exploring the immediate geography of node and communion with adjacent nodes
and role within whole (April - June 2013).
8. Putting it all together (July- October, 2013).
9. Reporting back - plan (Nov 2013 - Jan 2014)
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